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1. Introduction

TheHorvitz-Thompson [4] estimator (HTE, in brief) and its
variance [K(HTE), say]-expressions do not involve the' sample-size
in an explicit manner and undesirably, the latter may not generally
decrease monotonically with the sample-size. A sufficient condition
for F(HTE) to decrease with increasing sample-size is noted and
checked in respect of a few sampling schemes. Further, we specify a
class of sampling schemes for which this requirement is fulfilled and
suggest a method of choosing the appropriate sample-size for a design
on which to base an HTE. •

2. Notations and the Results

Suppose we want to estimate ajBnite population total on the
basis of a sample chosen according to some suitable sampling scheme
by using the HTE. Denoting the inclusion-probabilities of the first
two orders for a chosen design by k//s respectively and by 7,- the
value of a real-variate j assumed on the ith unit of a finite population
of N units we have for any sample s actually drawn, the expressions
for HTEfor population total Y—^Y^ and K(HTE) as respectively

e=e(s)- 2] ^ 2.1

iss

and K(.)- (2.2)

'

In the special cases when the sampling design is restricted to
have a constant effective sample size v (say), we shall denote a sample
by s (v) and the inclusion-probabilities by (v), nf,- (v)'» gnd HTE
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and r(HTE) by

e(v)_ îd n, (v)
tss{v)

F(eW)-n^)=i; S (2-3)

the formulae (2.2) and (2.3) being due to Horvitz-Thompson [41 and
Yates and Grundy [10],

Our main concern here is to study the behaviour of F(HTE)
with change in sample-size (and/or effective sample-size and/or
everage effective sample-size). If we consider Poisson sampling
scheme (vide Hajck [3]),

then we have

F(HTE)=gp,^-l_l
Here average effective sample-size is

N

2] ^i=E{v(s)), say.
/=1

If we are ready to increase E[_v{_s)), then we can do so by increasing
TTj's for every i and thereby achieve reduction in the value of F(HTE)
However, for the method of sampling with probability proportional
to size and with replacement (PPSWR), we have, writingfor the
normed size-measure of the /th unit, ,r,=I_(i-p.)n a^d

^ (1 Pi) (1 -j-(l —/7y)", n being the sample-size
(number of draws). Here we cannot say if F(HTE) necessarily
diminishes with increasing nor increasing average effective sample-size
which in this case is

N

-E^Wj)) =2'5.=iV-]g(lunless
1

we have knowledge about specific 7,—values. It is easily verified
that a similar situation obtains if we consider the sampling schemes
due to Rao [7] or due to Seth [8].

Consider now the class of npsdesigns (with constant effective
sample size) for which

(v)oo/j, (/.=.], 2,..., N)
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From this one can immediately conclude that if a 'Gxed
effective-sample size' design tcjjs, then a sufiBcient condition for K(v)
to decrease monotonically with increasing v is that

increases monotonically with v

for all

Let us now check the condition (2"4) for a few well-known
schemes. First consider the Midzuno [5] sampling scheme suitably
modified to have -nps property (vide Chaudhary [1]), so that on the
first draw the ith unit is selected with probability (O<0i<l i,
Se = l) and on subsequent («—1) draw selections are made with
equal probability without replacement from among the units not
already chosen. For this scheme we have

, . n —\ , N—Ur,

and 7t„(n). n(n-l)
N-2

it being noted that in this case we require to assume that

n-1

n-2

Chaudhuri [2])

and

vv (^_3)

\<Pi< ^Vi

n{N—2)^ '̂ ^ '• scheme, one has (vide

Tti {n)=npi

Obviously, the condition (2"4) is satisfied for this scheme and accor
dingly, V (v) decreases with increasing v. However, because of the
assumptions (2-5) this scheme has a very limited applicability. So,
let us consider another izps scheme considered by Chaudhuri [2]
which is slightly less restricted than the above requiring, however,
that

iN-n) (N-n- l) . 2(n-2)(N-n)
^' (N-2) (N-3) (N- 2) (A^-3) +

where

npi-
n-2

N-2

m
V i

(«-2)(n-3)
{N-2){N-3)
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Noting that we may. write

7ty(2)\ [N-lTza in)
{N-2) {N -3)

(i-A)
V « V " M n J'Pi) (AT-2) (iV-3)iV-3

it follows that the condition (2*4) may not obtain in this case. In
this case the variance of HTE is vide Chaudhuri [2])

hhte,- Up. [h (^2)1

Now, observing that

d 1

dn

dn

dn

^['+(M) (^);^(^)]<° fo'">-•
ri' \N-2 ) \N-3 /•

J_ /N-~n\fN-n-l\]
n^ [1^-2) V N-3 J/and

it follows that the behaviour of

<0

<0

...(2,6)

will determine if V (HTE) may decrease monotonicallj)^ with n.
However, the nature of the quantity (2 6) cannot be kaown generally
for a sampling scheme unless all the variate-values viz. Yf's are
known: However, if for the above nps design (2) is of the form

^i,(2) =
1

N-l
(Pi+ P,) 1,7=1,

then the scheme reduces to Tzps Midzuno scheme for which V (HTE)
decreases with increasing n as we have already noted.
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Let us next consider the scheme which is derived by modifying
Rao's [7] scheme making the latler nps as was studied in Chaudhuri
[1]. Here, let us write aj (n) as the selection-probability of the j-th

unit on the first draw, , as the selection-probability of the
1 - K,- (ri)

7-th units on the second draw assuming that the z-th unit was chosen
iv

0<ai (/J)<1, V ^
1

the selction-probability of a unit on the r-th draw (r=3, 4, n)
provided it was not selected earlier. Here di{nys are so chosen that.

npi=ni{n)=^,—^^ o-i (n) {l +T{n)~Ti{n)) i

on the first draw

where

N-2 N-2

l-Ki («)'

From this the value of V{HTE) becomes (vide Chaudhuri [1])
V{HTE)'='ar%n), say,

_ 1 y„ fYi N-n _±_. ~ T \ Pi IU-2J iV-3 m
, N-2n-^\ I f 2 ( n-iy
+ N-3 JipiV '̂ N-2j\ ri'\N-2)

2 (N-n\l N-n-\\
n^\N-2j\ N-3 )

N-r^\

^Ti («) aj in)

(i-y
\Pi

Considering a particular case where
JV=4, U={\, 2, 3,4)

• y,=i,y,= -i
73=74=0,

Pi'=P2=n,

P3+P4—•66,ai'2) = a2 (2)= -25,
2pi= {\^T{2)-Ti{2))^>{2)

i=], ..., 4

3;;,=i-fi-a, (3)(l-l-r^3)-r. (3)),-
i=l, ...,4 ,

as
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we have (2)(2) = i-

and (2)=^:^pt f^ V-J- Sr, (2) a, (2)f ^ V

so that

(2)- '̂ (3)=s(^y 2\ (2) (2))<0.
Thus, (n) is not necessarily a decreasing function of n.

For this sampling scheme we have

• [{«« («) Tj («)+ Kj {n) {Ti (n)}

+ (l-a,(«)-«,• («)) {Ti {n) + Ti (n))

(«'• («) + «,• («)) {T{n)-Ti in)~Ti (//)}

+ )(^^l) («))-(«; {n)
+«,(«)) (r(«)-7',(«)-r,•(«))}]

and it is difficult to conclude generally whether this increases with
increasing n.

So, observing that V(v) may not often show a tendency to
decrease uniformly (i.e. for all variate-values) with increasing vfor a
proposed sampling scheme for employing Horvitz-Thompson method
of estimation we present a particular class of sampling schemes for
which, in particular the condition (2A) holds good.

Let us consider the class C (say) of 'fixed sample-size' sampling
designs for which

(f)=-|-i:i(2) Vz (I)
and TT,.,. (,)= (2) V !, 7= 1, ... iV (II)

Clearly, for this scheme (2.4) is satisfied and hence V{v) decreases
with increasing v. Such a scheme may be applied as follows.

Adopting the procedure described by Chaudhuri [2] or otherwise
one may start with a set of 71^(2), 7to (2)'s subject to the restrictions

0<7ti(2)<l vzS7ti(2)=2,

0<nii{2)<min {7ti(2), kj(2)} v r, j {i^j)
and (2)=71:^(2) v i
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Then, the relations (I) and (II) above specify the va (v) and
Kii (y)'s for a chosen value of v. Finally one may apply the actual
sampling pro,cedures described by Mukhopadhyay [6] or Sinha [9] iu
realizing the values of 7Ti(y), Tt;, («)'s specified earlier, provided they
are self-consistent. For such a scheme we have

V(v)=A(2)—y(v-l)B(2) (2.7)

where ^(2)=2S«(2) ^(2))'

i<J .

SO that Vi2)^A(2)-B(2)

and V(v)={A{2)-2B(2)}+ -^3(2) (2.8)
Now one may use the relations (2.7) and (2.8) in choosing a

suitable sample-size for the class C of sampling schemes in the
following manner.

Supposing that

i<jzs{l)

a.d 5(2). £2
/</ e i (2)

are unbiased estimates of A (2) and B{2) available from apreliminary
sample s{l) selected according to a design with inclusion-probabilities
Tti (2), t:,<(2)'s one may proceed to decide on the choice of sample-
size Vif one wants to realize a level of efSciency corresponding to a
stipulated value of K(z)) as 1^0 (say) by using the formula

Fo=i(2)-2B(2) + —5(2)

=>v-- (2 9)

Fo-^ (2)4-25(2)

and taking v as the integer nearest to the right-hand-size expression
in (2.9), provided the denominator in (2.9) is non-zero.
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Summary

Nothing that the variance of Horvitz-Thompson Estimator may
not decrease monotonically with increasing sample-size for some
sampling schemes a sufficient condition for this requirement is pointed
out and a simple class ofsampling schemes satisfying this condition
is specified. Amethod of choosing optimal sample-size for Horvitz-
Thompson estimation is also suggested in the light of the above
findings.
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